
Sanctum was created by Sharon and her husband after 
they started travelling all around the UK and Europe, 
staying in luxury hotels and private rental listings. They 
specifically looked for boutique-style properties with a 
bit of sexiness to them - but were always left feeling like 
something was missing.

50 Shades of Grey opened up a new market of couples 
wanting to try different things together, without the 
embarrassment of feeling a little too kinky or afraid 
to try something out of their comfort zone, so Sharon 
decided to create Sanctum with the intention of 
offering just that: a boutique, boudoir-style home for 
other like-minded couples to enjoy, offering a private 
lockbox feature that means guests check themselves 
in and are alone from the moment they arrive, so 
everything is completely private. What you do is your 
business and no one else’s - isn’t that the way it should be?

It took the couple 2 years to completely refurbish the 
entire property, meticulously and lovingly restoring 

everything from top to bottom: from finding specialists 
to make the bespoke coving and their trusted carpenter 
to make all the beading for the walls, to the black 
toilet which travelled all the way from Italy to bring 
back the feel of the original interior features that you 
would expect to find in a building of the late 1800’s, all 
with uncompromised luxury at the forefront of their 
intentions.

The colour scheme of blacks and golds throughout 
brings sex appeal to the property, with the solid cast 
iron radiators and the featured 6ft leather bed in the 
centre of the bedroom, a mirrored ceiling directly above 
it. There’s also the gold dancing pole surrounded by 
mirrors, the red lights highlighting the leather padded 
wall with their bespoke gold wrist and ankle cuffs, and 
the leather padded doors throughout really do add the 
final touches to give the place the WOW factor.

If you’d like to know how luxurious that bed is - well, 
you’ll just have to come and stay to find out for yourself.

Sanctum

Sanctum Southampton is an apartment in a listed building, 
that was created as an intimate home away from home.  
It’s unique, private and sexy - the only one of its kind.
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Their naughty night packages start with the 
hiring of the bedroom accessories - cuffs, 
whips, floggers, spanking cane, handcuffs, 
blindfolds, bondage rope. The personal 
packages can be whatever you want them to 
be; from sexy underwear to the full BDSM 
packages, nothing is too much. Sharon and 
her husband ask that you tell them what you 
want, and they will do their best to source 
it and help set everything up for you. They 
also offer bottles of bubbly at an extra cost, 
and are even happy to arrange flowers being 
delivered for your arrival. They try their best 
to help personalise your stay, so whatever 
you are thinking or wanting, all you have to 
do is ask.

For those that just want somewhere sexy to 
stay without it feeling too in your face or too 
kinky, you can choose to have all the bedroom 
accessories removed, just leaving the naughty 
ornaments and pictures that you’ll see 
throughout the property. The idea is that 
guests never feel uncomfortable or like they 
are walking into a dungeon - Sharon prides 
herself on making your time at Sanctum 
something to remember. 

When it comes to the guests at Sanctum 
Southampton, they are varied: from young 
adventurous couples, to the older generation 
that aren’t scared of a little bit of kink; they’ve 
even been known to host wedding nights! 
The apartment is designed to appeal to 
everyone. You can even hire out Sanctum for 
modelling and photoshoots, it’s the perfect 
backdrop for your risqué pics!

To book, find them on AirBnB or visit their 
website at www.sanctumsouthampton.com
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